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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

During a requirements gathering workshop, the customer shares the following about their existing ESXi 

host virtual networking infrastructure: 

The customer confirms that: 

Each ESXi host has approximately 200 virtual machines. 

They want to maximize the number of concurrent virtual machine migrations. 

When placing a host in maintenance mode, it takes a long time to evacuate the virtual machines. 

Which two recommendations should the architect make in order to help the customer overcome their 

challenge? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure the network to use MTU for the VMotion VMKernel to 1,600 bytes 

B. Configure the network to use MTU for the VMotion VMKernel to 9,000 bytes 

C. Create an additional standard switch with pNIC3 to use for vMotion 

D. Use the 3 pNICs and bundle them in a link aggregation group (LAG) configuration 

E. Use 10 GbE NICs instead of 1 GbE 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 2

An architect is designing a VMware solution for a customer to meet the following requirements: 

The solution must use investments in existing storage array that supports both block and file storage. 

The solution must support the ability to migrate workloads between hosts within a cluster. 

The solution must support resource management priorities. 

The solution must support the ability to connect virtual machines directly to LUNs. 

The solution should use existing 32G fabric infrastructure. 

There is no budget for additional physical hardware. 

Which design decision should the architect make to meet these requirements? 

A. The ESXi hosts will leverage Fibre Channel (FC). 

B. The ESXi hosts will leverage iSCSI. 

C. The ESXi hosts will leverage Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE). 

D. The ESXi hosts will leverage NFS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An architect is designing a new backup solution for a vSphere platform that has been recently upgraded to vSphere 7. 

The architect wants the backup solution to perform the following: 

Full virtual machine image backup and restore Incremental virtual machine image backup and restore File level backup
and restore within both Windows and Linux virtual machines LAN-free backup 

Which functional requirement should the architect include in the design of the new backup solution? 

A. The backup solution must leverage the VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB) framework. 

B. The backup solution must leverage virtual machine snapshots. 

C. The backup solution must leverage VMware vSphere Storage APIs - Data Protection. 

D. The backup solution must leverage VMware vStorage APIs for Data Protection (VADP). 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

In a meeting to discuss the minimum viable product (MVP) deployment of a new customer-facing application, the key
stakeholder shares details of the application components and the application administrators share details of
performance and integrity tests for the application. 

The application will be made up of the following components: A web server 

-

Steps to confirm the web server is operating correctly will take 15 minutes after the application server is online. An
application server 

-

Steps to confirm application server integrity will take 15 minutes after the database is online. A database server 

-The database server will be managed by a database administrator, with an agreed service-level agreement (SLA) to
restore and validate database services within one hour. 

The existing VMware infrastructure offers a recovery point objective (RPO) of 5 minutes and recovery time objective
(RTO) of 15 minutes through a combination of backups and replication. 

In the event of an outage impacting all three application components, how long will it take for the application to recover
and complete all checks? 

A. 15 minutes 

B. 60 minutes 

C. 105 minutes 

D. 90 minutes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An architect is planning the physical server configuration for a vSAN-based infrastructure. 

Which operations mode should a RAID controller support to minimize potential server downtime during physical disk
failures? 

A. RAID controller with Passthru mode 

B. RAID controller with RAID 5 mode 

C. RAID controller with RAID 10 mode 

D. RAID controller with RAID 6 mode 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/vsan-702-planning-deployment-guide.pdf 
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